CPD EVENT

IRLA LINK AND LEARN SESSION

The air (pollution) that
we breathe
Thursday June 24, 2021, 15:30 – 17:00

ONLINE
VENUE
Online event. A link will be sent with
joining instructions prior to the course.

OVERVIEW

COST

An introductory level workshop providing a learning opportunity for delegates to
further their understanding of recent developments in the arena of air pollution and
associated claims, and to develop a basic understanding of the liability issues likely to
arise from increased usage of e-scooters by the general public.

ONLINE REGISTRATION

TARGET AUDIENCE

Free to members.
£195 incl VAT for non members.
http://lnl210429.eventzilla.net

PROGRAMME

The session is aimed at those with an interest in air pollution and the connection
between the same and respiratory illnesses. The session will also appeal to those with
an interest in the emerging popularity of e-scooters and their increased use.

15:30 Welcome and introduction to
our speakers.
Ellina Catherwood,
IRLA YPG Committee member

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

15:40 The Ella Kissi-Debrah inquest,
Simon Colvin, Weightmans LLP

• Show a basic understanding of claims which may arise from the same
circumstances

16:05 Discussion of the different
elements of a personal injury
claim arising from exposure to
air pollution, including possible
limitation concerns and the
potential for contribution claims.
Richard Burrows, IRLA Committee

• Develop a basic knowledge of the benefits and hazards of e-scooters

16:25 Q&A

By the end of the session, delegates will be able to:
• Display awareness of the main outcomes and implications related to air pollution
which arose from the second inquest

Speakers’ biographies can be found on the event page of our website.

16:35 E-scooters. Kathryn Hinchey,
Weightmans LLP
16:50 Q&A
17:00 Thank you and close.
Ellina Catherwood,
IRLA YPG Committee member

Up to 1 hour CPD
Delegates participating in this IRLA training event can claim up to 1* CPD hour
towards their CPD / *excluding breaks

